Frequently asked questions

On this page you'll find answers to the most common questions regarding Seismic Handler. You may edit the content here by yourself after registering or send your question.

Seismic Handler Motif version (SHM)

1. I cannot use "Read again" in the mseed dialog.
   The buttons "read again" and "read new" are connected to the state of the working process. After you selected Work->Final parameters or Work->Cancel parameters, "Read again" is disabled to prevent unwanted mix-up of analyses. If you started phase association "Read new" is disabled respectively. In order to continue an analysis, just "touch" a phase again. All data will be kept and "Read again" is enabled.

Seismic Handler command line version (SH)

1. When reading miniseed files, I get the error '* TC-01 illegal terminator *' or '* TC-07 month value out of range *'
   Please use the qualifier /[no]invhdr as documented at the READS command.

Seismic Handler wxWidgets version (SHX)

1. When will be the release of SHX?
   A preview version has been publish in February 2012, see installation instructions.